Grooming Instructions for
All Grooms include these Basics: Shampoo and Conditioner. Brushing. Ear cleaning. Nails
trimmed. Clip under eyes. Sanitary trim. Neaten up feet to include removing hair from between
pads. Anal sac cleaning (external expression only). Grooming fees are based upon the condition of
your pet's coat and may vary slightly from visit to visit.
PLEASE SELECT DESIRED SERVICES FOR TODAY'S GROOMING VISIT.
SHEDLESS TREATMENT
NEATEN UP is just the basics. Face, feet & sanitary trim only.
FULL GROOM
How long do you want the coat trimmed?
1/8"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"

5/8"

3/4"

Other _______

Instructions:

ADD-ON: NAIL FILING $5.00
NO-CHARGE EXTRAS:

Cologne

Bows

Bandana

Matted: My pet has areas that are matted. Small matts will be removed without charge. Splitting and
brushing out of moderately matted areas will be charged an additional $5-$20 over regular
grooming fee. We do not brush out heavily matted pets due to pain and discomfort to your pet. I
understand that heavy matts must be removed by shaving the coat. Abrasions or irritaion can be a result
of shaving or may be pre-existing under matted areas.
Fleas/Ticks: My pet has fleas or ticks that must be treated during the grooming process. When fleas
are detected, a Capstar flea tablet will be administered for a minimal fee. Pets may experience sensitivity
to flea/tick shampoos or treatments.
Medical Conditions: My pet may need special attention due to a medical condition. EX: skin
allergies, arthritis, blindness, lameness, heart disease, heartworm positive diagnosis or seizures.
Please explain:
NOTE: The stress of grooming may cause unknown or dormant conditions to become active. Please
contact our staff should you have any questions or concerns about your pet.

You will be contacted when your pet's grooming is complete. Latest pick up time
is 5:30. If you need a specific pick up time, please request at drop-off or when
making an appointment.
Signature__________________________________________________ Date
Phone number to call when "ready to go" _________________________

groomer's initials/date/time

